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Chapter 1 : Deadliest U.S. mass shootings, - Timelines - Los Angeles Times
Mar 05, Â· 7 Times in History When Students Turned to Activism Image Students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School rallied for gun control last week on the steps of the State Capitol in Tallahassee, Fla.

Join over , people receiving email updates. When Jesus was asked what would signal His return and the end of
the age, He said to look for a number of signs. One of those signs was the appearance of earthquakes Matthew
But what does that mean? After all, earthquakes have been a part of human life since Adam and Eve. The
Bible says they appeared in the days of Amos Amos 1: They appeared in the days of Paul and Silas Acts And
non-biblical history tells us earthquakes shook ancient China, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Syria, and other nations.
In , a devastating earthquake hit San Francisco. It toppled almost every building in the city and killed over 3,
people. In short, earthquakes have been a part of life since the beginning of human civilization. Fortunately,
Jesus gave us the answer. Earthquakes in general are NOT a sign of His return. But according to Jesus,
earthquakes occurring in a certain pattern are Signs Like Labor Pains Jesus cited a number of signs to look for.
Among them are the appearance of earthquakes, famines, wars, and false messiahs. Jesus knew these signs had
always been present. Instead, He said to look for them in a distinct pattern. He said they would arrive like
"birth pains. What could these general signs possibly have in common with birth pains? Only this - birth pains,
or labor contractions, are sharp pains. They increase in both frequency and intensity right before birth. In other
words, the signs Jesus mentioned will appear with greater frequency and intensity right before His return.
Looking for the Pattern This means earthquakes or even what seems to be a numerical increase in the number
of earthquakes are NOT a sign of the Second Coming. Instead, Jesus said to look for an increase in the
frequency of large earthquakes. Such an increase will fit the pattern Jesus described - a pattern of more
frequent intense events rising toward a climax. So how do we measure an increase in the frequency and
intensity of earthquakes? After all, advanced instruments for detecting and measuring earthquakes are
relatively new. Because of this, looking only at the frequency of earthquakes is meaningless. Obviously, with
better instruments, we can detect smaller earthquakes. What if we look only at modern data from the last one
hundred years? And what if we look only at earthquakes registering a magnitude of 8. This will give us a
much more accurate picture. Because most instrumentation from that time period could detect an earthquake
of such enormity. This eliminates all the small quakes detected in more recent times. And even though the
sample size is still small only about years , it should give us enough data to spot a recent trend. If these are the
times Jesus told us to look for, we should expect to see an increase in the frequency number and intensity
magnitude of earthquakes. Is this what we see today?
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While difficult challenges have arisen from outside the church, the most dangerous have always been from
within. For from within arise the false teachers, the peddlers of error who masquerade as teachers of truth.
False teachers take on many forms, custom-crafted to times, cultures, and contexts. Here are seven of them
you will find carrying out their deceptive, destructive work in the church today. Sponsor Become a Patron The
Heretic The Heretic is the most prominent and perhaps the most dangerous of the false teachers. Peter warned
against him in his second letter. The Heretic is the person who teaches what blatantly contradicts an essential
teaching of the Christian faith. He is a gregarious figure, a natural leader teaching just enough truth to mask
his deadly error. Yet in denying the faith and celebrating what is false, he leads his followers from the safety
of orthodoxy to the peril of heresy. He continues his evil work today, sometimes by contradicting the truth and
sometimes by adding to it. He may reframe the doctrine of the Trinity, as Arius did in the third century and as
Oneness Pentecostals do today. He may, like Marcus Borg and other prominent scholars, deny the virgin birth
or the resurrection of Jesus Christ. The Charlatan The Charlatan is the person who uses Christianity as a
means of personal enrichment. Paul charged Timothy to be on guard against him. The Charlatan is only
interested in the Christian faith to the extent that it can fill his wallet. Simon Magus was motivated by the love
of money when he tried to purchase the power of the Holy Spirit Acts 8: Since him, the Charlatan has
appeared in many forms, always seeking prominence in the church so that he can live in extravagance. When
Pope Leo X famously commissioned Tetzel to sell indulgences, the profits not only funded the reconstruction
of St. In the s, televangelist Robert Tilton brought in tens of millions of dollars each year by exploiting the
vulnerable and gullible. The Prophet The Prophet claims to be gifted by God to speak fresh revelation outside
of Scriptureâ€”new, authoritative words of prediction, teaching, rebuke, or encouragement. John offered an
urgent warning about him. Later, John declared that God has spoken fully and finally in Scripture and offered
the most solemn warning against anyone who claims to bring revelation equal or contrary to Scripture. The
Prophet appears throughout the history of the church. As early as the second century, Montanus and his
disciples claimed to speak on behalf of the Holy Spirit. Today the airwaves are chock-full of people claiming
to speak in the name of God through the power of the Spirit. Personal prophecies are just a phone call away.
Sarah Young, author of the top Christian bestseller of the decade, boldly claims that her book contains the
very words of Jesus. The Prophet continues to speak, to lead astray. The Abuser The Abuser uses his position
of leadership to take advantage of other people. Usually, he takes advantage of them to feed his sexual lust,
though he may also desire power. The Abuser claims he is tending souls, but his true interest is ravishing
bodies. When he is not pursuing illicit sexual pleasure, he may be domineering people to gain power, abusing
them on his path to prominence. He unapologetically uses and abuses others to feed his lusts. Tragically, the
history of the Christian faith features countless Abusers. For centuries, the papacy was little more than a
corrupt power struggle. Today it seems that every week, we learn of another leader who has been found guilty
of sexual sin with men, women, or even children. Meanwhile, we hear sad tales of survivors who have been
abused and cast aside by a leader craving power. The Abuser carries on his work. The Divider The Divider
uses false doctrine to disrupt or destroy a church. He gleefully divides brother from brother and sister from
sister. Jude warned about him: The Divider is devoid of the Holy Spirit whose first fruit is love and whose
special work is holding believers together in the bond of peace Galatians 5: This false teacher brings strife, not
love. He generates factions, not unity. He desires discord, not harmony. Congregations and denominations
have often been splintered by the Divider as he promulgates his lies. He sometimes makes a minor doctrine
into the mark of Christian maturity, causing factions to arise within the body. He may slyly introduce
unbiblical doctrines, or he may undermine the ordained leadership. He does it all for the perverse satisfaction
that comes with destruction. The Tickler The Tickler is the false teacher who cares nothing for what God
wants and everything for what men want. He is the man-pleaser rather than the God-pleaser. Paul thought of
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him as the ear-tickler: The Tickler craves popularity and praise from the world. Therefore, he speaks much of
happiness but little of sin, much of heaven but nothing of hell. He gives them only what they want to hear. He
preaches a partial gospel which is no gospel at all. The Tickler is as old as the church itself. Today he is Joel
Osteen, pastor of the largest church in America, who is known equally for his toothy smile and his vacuous
content. He preaches an empty gospel to a packed out church. The Speculator Finally, the Speculator is the
one obsessed with novelty, originality, or speculation. Teaching focused on speculation displaces the sure and
steady doctrine of Scripture. He grows weary of the old truths and pursues respectability through originality.
Today, as in every age, the Speculator obsesses about the End Times, and somehow his failed predictions
dissuade neither himself nor his followers. Recently we saw him obscuring the clear message of Scripture to
search for hidden codes in Scripture. Sometimes he plants himself in academia, where one of his recent
masterpieces is a re-imagined God who is unable to see and know the future. Well did Paul label the
Speculator a contradictory, irreverent babbler 1 Timothy 6: His priests do not peddle a different religion, but a
deadly perversion of the true one. His troops do not make a full-out frontal assault, but work as agents,
sneaking into the opposing army. Therefore, we must always remain vigilant.
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Given the outpouring of emotion and support as he completed his improbable comeback from golf oblivion, it
was undeniably the most popular of his 80 PGA Tour wins. And coming five years and four back surgeries
after his 79th, it was certainly the most unlikely. As fans swarmed the 18th fairway at East Lake to be near
Tiger as he completed his two-shot win, it became crystal clear just what Woods means to the sport. The King
has his rightful place high on this list, and most of the others who join him here owe him a debt of gratitude
for the mammoth purses and endorsement opportunities that followed in his wake. In compiling this ranking, I
used two primary criteria: Who won important golf tournaments, and who transcended the game while doing
so? In fact, one current superstar finds himself a new addition to the top Here, then, are the 20 men who have
had the greatest careers and most lasting impact on the game of golf. A little better luck and a little more
clutch play and he would have seven or eight major wins instead of two and British Opens. Yet there is a
nagging suspicion that the best may still be yet to come for the Northern Irishman, who has yet to return to the
giddy heights he scaled in , when he won two majors. Open, where he denied Palmer a coveted win. Ernie Els
With four majors â€” two U. Opens and two British Opens â€” the Big Easy is a legitimate challenger for the
title of second-best player of the Tiger Woods era. His smooth, easy swing is the envy of hackers from here to
Johannesburg and has led him to 19 PGA Tour victories. Walter Hagen The flamboyant Hagen was the first
ultra-successful touring pro and raised the stature of the lowly pro golfer substantially in an era when amateurs
like Bobby Jones ruled the sport. Hagen won 11 professional majors â€” two U. Opens, four British Opens
and five PGAs â€” to set a record that would stand until the s, and he also won five Western Opens during a
time when that tournament was essentially a major. Faldo won six majors â€” three Masters and three British
Opens â€” and earned 30 wins on the European Tour while providing a steadying influence on five Ryder
Cup-winning teams. Four times, Trevino denied Nicklaus at a major championship, adding to his legend as
one of the few players who could stare down the Golden Bear. Trevino also brought an unprecedented level of
working-man appeal and humor to the Tour, although, as he said, "I played the tour in and told jokes and
nobody laughed. Then I won the Open the next year, told the same jokes, and everybody laughed like hell.
Byron Nelson For a few months in , Byron Nelson played better than anyone ever has. When you consider that
Payne Stewart won 11 tournaments in his career and is considered one of the all-time greats, you get a sense of
the magnitude of that accomplishment. And lest we dismiss the accomplishment on the basis of inferior
competition, remember that Sam Snead was nearing his prime and a young Ben Hogan was making a name for
himself. For one incredible spring and summer, Lord Byron invented and patented The Zone. Seve Ballesteros
Maybe we loved him because we could identify with him. We were often hitting out of the woods, from
bunkers, from parking lots, just like he was. Almost two decades before Tiger Woods, Ballesteros exploded
onto the scene as a precocious year-old, finishing tied for second with the great Jack Nicklaus at the British
Open at Royal Birkdale. His three British Open titles were triumphs of courage and ingenuity. His Open title
at Royal Lytham and St. Annes was punctuated by a birdie for the ages from the parking lot. His title at the
Old Course at St. Andrews denied Tom Watson his third consecutive Open and fourth in five years. His title
was, in retrospect, the climax of his playing career and featured one of the great final rounds in golf history.
His 65 that day included an hole stretch in which Ballesteros made two pars, two bogeys, six birdies and an
eagle. It took a chip shot on the final hole that nudged the flagstick to turn back Nick Price. In all, Ballesteros
won five majors, adding two Masters titles to his three British Opens, while collecting 65 titles worldwide. His
magical short game led him to six European Tour Vardon trophies for low scoring average. Seve was more
than a great player. Almost singlehandedly, Seve made the Ryder Cup an event, transforming a low-key,
American-dominated series of exhibitions into one of the greatest spectacles in sports. As non-playing captain,
Seve was the fire that ignited the European team against a heavily favored American team. Ballesteros, one of
the greatest match-play golfers in history, willed his team to an historic win without firing a shot. But there
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have been plenty of successes â€” 43 PGA Tour wins ninth all time and five majors, including three Masters.
Open, but that only adds to his everyman appeal. His jaw-dropping 66 in the final round of the British Open
on baked, windswept Muirfield joins the ranks of the greatest rounds in major championship history and
vaulted Phil the Thrill into our top As long as he continues to play the U. But what a shot it was. It was his
first Masters, His tee shot left him some yards from the flag. Knowing he needed to get the ball in the air to
carry the small creek guarding the front of the green, Sarazen pulled out his 4-wood and promptly made
history, holing his shot for a double eagle that put him in a playoff with Wood, which he won. Sarazen won
his first professional title at the age of 19 and never looked back, winning 37 more times in a career that
spanned more than four decades. He even impacted the way the game is played. Sarazen is widely credited
with the invention of the sand wedge in the early s. Before the diminutive South African packed his wife and
kids and a few suitcases and set out on his five-decade international odyssey, golf was primarily dominated by
British and American players. Then along came the little man in black. Over a career than began in the mids,
Player has logged more air miles than the Space Shuttle, and he has saved many of his greatest achievements
for his trips to the States. Using an unprecedented commitment to physical fitness for golf, anyway and an
unmatched work ethic, Player has fashioned a remarkable career that has seen him win well over tournaments
worldwide, including nine major championships. Augusta was the scene of his greatest win. His career seemed
to be in decline, and he found himself seven shots out of the lead heading into the final round of the Masters.
The year-old Player proceeded to catch fire. Playing well ahead of the leaders, Player blistered Augusta
National with a final-round 64, then waited as the leaders faltered down the stretch, giving him his third green
jacket. Like Trevino, he won four memorable duels with Jack Nicklaus in major championships, including the
British Open, the greatest head-to-head duel in golf history. But instead of Nicklaus accompanying him down
the 18th fairway, he had four days of fatigue, crushing pressure and the hopes of a watching world weighing
him down. Standing over the eight-foot par putt that would have provided an improbable capper to his Hall of
Fame career, his year-old nerves finally betrayed him. It tears at your gut, as it always has torn at my gut. His
Augusta exploits are overshadowed by his dominance at the British Open, but between and , no one was better
at The Masters â€” two wins, three runner-ups and 12 top finishes. He outdueled Nicklaus at the U. Open on
the strength of one of the greatest shots in golf history â€” his chip-in on the 71st hole that led to a two-shot
win, perhaps the most satisfying of his 39 career wins. From , a nation that was truly embracing sports on an
epic scale watched in awe as Jones won everything in sight. Then, having no more worlds to conquer, he
walked away from competitive golf, at age No sports legend accomplished more in a shorter period of time,
and no sports legend walked away at such a young age. He took the U. Open in an hole playoff, then ripped
off another 12 majors before calling it a career. His record of 13 major championships would stand for 40
years, before a youngster named Nicklaus came along. That year, Jones, bore the incredible weight of
expectations. Fans and media fully expected him to sweep the majors, which at the time included the U. His
run to the Slam almost ended before it began, as Jones sweated out three one-up matches in the British
Amateur. He won the British Open by two strokes, then took the U. Open by a similarly slim margin. Only
one leg was left, and it was the easiest. Jones waltzed to the U. Amateur Championship amid a contingent of
Marine bodyguards, and the Slam was his. Less than two months later, Jones retired from competitive golf, his
legend secure. A few years later, he organized a gathering of friends that came to be known as the Masters.
Jones was a fixture at Augusta each spring, but his golf was confined to the friendly kind. The Georgia Tech
and Harvard graduate instead practiced law in Atlanta. His later years were unkind. He suffered from
syringomyelia, a painful and crippling disease that confined him to a wheelchair and finally ended his life on
Dec. The legendary golf writer Herbert Warren Wind eulogized him this way: Ben Hogan Brooding,
temperamental, focused â€” Ben Hogan was not a charismatic figure who rallied the masses to follow the
game a la Arnold Palmer. Instead, he was all about golf shots. The Hawk remains the greatest shotmaker golf
has ever produced. The later years, when he battled back from a terrible auto crash that nearly killed him.
Others played a golf course; Hogan studied it. He squinted from under that familiar white hat, surveyed the
land, reached into a bag held by a caddy usually afraid to utter a word and then made that flat, repetitive
swing. He is one of five players to win all of the Grand Slam events. In , he became the first to win as many as
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three majors in one year, the Masters and both Opens. Playing poorly, bothered by a sprained knee, year-old
Ben Hogan walked off the course during the first round and never played again. Arnold Palmer There have
been better players with prettier swings.
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Recent Items is a list of your recently used files on the right side of the Start Menu, Taskbar Windows Explorer icon link,
in the Navigaton Pane Recent Places, and in Jump Lists.

Click here to run a free scan for system related errors Level of difficulty: Easy A computer with multiple users
may want to be monitored by an administrator or its owner for computer activities. Step 3 There should be a
link to a program called Event Viewer. Double click this link. Step 4 The Event Viewer window will execute.
The Event Logs are usually technical events happening on the computer. Step 5 Checking the date when a file
was last accessed or modified is possible by highlighting the file and checking its properties on the Explorer
window. This method is highly unreliable because right-clicking on the file and accessing Properties is
considered by the system as an access to the file. It therefore modifies the access date to the time its properties
were viewed. There are other methods to view the date and time a file was last accessed but these methods are
also unreliable. This can be done through the Auditor. To enable the Auditor, log on to the computer as an
administrator. Step 7 Create a system restore point. This can come in handy when fatal errors have been made
in the process. Step 8 Disable simple file-sharing. This opens the Group Policy Window. Step 12 Go to a
folder that you want to keep track. An Advanced Security Settings window should appear. Go to the Auditing
tab. This checks whether you have entered a valid name. Step 14 An Auditing Entry dialog windows should
appear. Choose the folders you want audited.
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Chapter 5 : A Quiz On Anthropology For Pros Quiz 7 - ProProfs Quiz
Perhaps the most controversial cover-up in modern history was of social activist Rajiv Dixit. Passing away on 30th
November, , at the age of 43, this true patriot's death remains an unsolved mystery.

Golden State Warriors def. James Harden, Houston Rockets Finals: Cleveland Cavaliers MVP: San Antonio
Spurs def. Miami Heat MVP: Los Angeles Lakers def. Boston Celtics MVP: Orlando Magic MVP: Dallas
Mavericks MVP: Detroit Pistons MVP: Philadelphia 76ers MVP: Indiana Pacers MVP: Utah Jazz MVP:
Michael Jordan, Chicago Bulls Finals: Hakeem Olajuwon, Houston Rockets Finals: Phoenix Suns MVP:
Charles Barkley, Phoenix Suns Finals: Houston Rockets MVP: Larry Bird, Boston Celtics Finals: Moses
Malone, Philadelphia 76ers Finals: Moses Malone, Houston Rockets Finals: Julius Erving, Philadelphia 76ers
Finals: Washington Bullets MVP: Portland Trail Blazers def. Milwaukee Bucks MVP: New York Knicks def.
Dave Cowens, Boston Celtics Finals: Baltimore Bullets MVP: Wes Unseld, Baltimore Bullets Finals: Wilt
Chamberlain, Philadelphia 76ers Finals: Bill Russell, Boston Celtics Finals: Oscar Robertson, Cincinnati
Royals Finals: Louis Hawks MVP: Minneapolis Lakers MVP: Louis Hawks Finals: Bob Cousy, Boston
Celtics Finals: Wayne Pistons MVP: Philadelphia Warriors Finals:
Chapter 6 : List of serial killers by number of victims - Wikipedia
Oct 18, Â· Credit Credit Ryan David Brown for The New York Times. right now is possibly the most lucrative moment in
history to be a professional catcher of bass. to the most recent National Survey.

Chapter 7 : How do I view login history for my PC using Windows 7 - Microsoft Community
The "Recent Places" icon/link in the Navigation Pane of Windows Explorer has disappeared. I tried the two "return to
default" operations. Nothing. I found the actual file in C:\, deleted a half-dozen.

Chapter 8 : I want my "Recent Places" icon/link back - Microsoft Community
It was only removed from widespread use in recent times due to its controversial legal status. The film also reviews the
history of cannabis in Indian culture. In the Vedas, the sacred text of India, cannabis (bhang) is listed as one of five
sacred plants, and the Hindu god Shiva is referred to as "Lord of the bhang," meaning the Lord of cannabis.

Chapter 9 : How to clear the Recent items list in Windows 10 - TechRepublic
Get help and support for Windows â€”Windows 10, Windows , Windows 7, and Windows 10 Mobile.
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